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FFifteenifteen years ago Nicole  years ago Nicole 
& I were almost blown & I were almost blown 
away by the dotcom bust, away by the dotcom bust, 

but we fought our way back but we fought our way back 
by innovating the laser tag by innovating the laser tag 
equipment sector.equipment sector.

NNow an army of fans of ow an army of fans of 
our combat entertian-our combat entertian-
ment is on the march ment is on the march 

across the globe.  across the globe.  

WWe’ve expanded our e’ve expanded our 
niche into a thriv-niche into a thriv-
ing interational ing interational 

venture by helping others venture by helping others 
start their own Battlefi eld start their own Battlefi eld 
Business in more than 40 Business in more than 40 
countries. countries. 

Th e big news this year is the Th e big news this year is the 
launch of  S*A*T*R 2. Th is launch of  S*A*T*R 2. Th is 
is the new generation of our is the new generation of our 
patented technology. patented technology. 

New software, new games, New software, new games, 
new perks to help you boost new perks to help you boost 
your battlefi eld sales.your battlefi eld sales.

See you on the battlefi eld See you on the battlefi eld 

Peter LanderPeter Lander

ak a “Plan” Founder,                        ak a “Plan” Founder,                        
Battlefi eld SportsBattlefi eld Sports
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Brigadier’sBrigadier’s
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Six Top Reasons to ChangeSix Top Reasons to Change
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Resolve to 
Start Out Right

Step by step how to 
start Your Battlefi eld 
Business

1. Frustration & disillusionment. Not using my best abilities.

2. Redundancy or business closure.

3. Leave a diminishing industry

4. Realignment of personal/spiritual values or a midlife                  
/       re-evaluation. 

5. Dislike of the work culture.

6. Money.
SOURCE: Careers Advice Online
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Potential battlefi eld operators need to be prepared for life beyond the 
nine-to-fi ve drudgery long before they log off  for the last time. Often 
people who want to start their own battlefi eld business just think about 

getting over the hurdles of everyday life with little thought about what en-
trepreneurship has to off er. But a spark of “what if?” comes along and then 
operators start down the pathway towards owning their own business. “We 
encourage prospective battlefi eld operators to consider their gaming career 
aspirations from early on, arming them with the information and tools 
they need to make an informed decision,” said Nicole Lander, co-Founder 
Battlefi eld Sports. 

FIND THE PASSION. Get thinking about the types of things that 
drive you and make you feel good. Is it working with teens? Is it loving 
the latest gaming technology? Is it traveling? Is it working outdoors? 

“Consider which theme suits your interests; it a military-simulation theme, 
a family-friendly theme, or a zombie/horror theme, or simply a combination 
of them all?” asks Nicole Lander. Don’t fall into the trap of simply follow-
ing in the footsteps of others or feeling pressure to go a specifi c career path 
that isn’t really suited to your skill set or personality. 

“
If the job you have now is not where your passions lie then it is unlikely 
to turn out to be the best for you,” said Nicole.  

GET HANDS-ON. Research the industry to understand exactly 
what a battlefi eld business involves. Ask questions, talk to people 
who know the industry. It all helps get a more realistic view of what 

the business entails. If possible play Battlefi eld LIVE in the next country 
or across the State to experience the game for yourself.

DEFINE THE STEPS TO YOUR  GOAL. Make a plan. Break 
down your plan into step by step actions so you know what you need 
to achieve your goals. Th e most important thing is knowing what 

you are heading towards, what you want to move towards. Th at way you’ll 
keep your goals on track. It is said that 80% of workers in their 20s, 64% of 
30-somethings, and 54% in their 40s want to change careers. 

ENJOY THE JOURNEY. Choosing a battlefi eld business is more than 
just a job. “Ask yourself do you love what you do? Ask yourself are you 
keen on growing and developing your very own battlefi eld? Th en make 

this year YOUR year!” said Nicole. “Access your interests and evaluate 
your skills. Brainstorm ideas for starting a battlefi eld business. Conduct a 
preliminary comparative evaluation of various equipment suppliers. Th en 
enjoy your journey making your dreams a reality. It is an exciting time to 
be a part of the rapidly growing live gaming industry. Ask yourself, how 

you can grab your share?

Make this Year YOUR year.



Boston bombing one of the most heart warm-
ing stories of the year was the BatKid event. 
The Make a Wish Foundation asked for volun-
teers and tens of thousands of people of San 
Francisco turned out to re-create an episode 
of Bat Man the entire city got engaged and the 
world looked on. 

Super heros rule! 

BatKid BatKid 
rules!rules!

Gabe &Gabe &
MomMom
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Hello Baby! Did you know that “Royal Baby” was the third top-trending search on 
Google last year?  We had another baby we consider royal join our ranks in 2013, our 
Tech C.O. Adam and our Australiasian Sales C.O. Canditta had little Gabriel aka hick-
up. Last year we said goodbye to some famous faces including Baroness Thatcher, ac-
tor Paul Walker, & Nelson Mandela. While we had some sad moments in 2013 like the 

a special addition
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BBattlefi eld attlefi eld Sports has a new generation Domination Box. Just like in Call of Duty, if one team shoots 
the box it will fl ash red. Th en if the opposition shoots it, to dominate, it automatically swaps to fl ash 
blue. Th e gamers’ gaming guns also issue a team sound eff ect - red team sounds like a “ding” and 

blue team sounds like a “dong” when either takes over the objective. Th e great benefi t of the Domination 
box is that it tells you who the winner is at the end!  A timer is kept on the box for both teams automati-
cally and the team with the most of amount of domination time wins.  Th e winning team’s color fl ashes 
when the game ends. 

You can set the box to dominate via shooting it (we recommend this) or by simply via the gamer press-
ing the button on top of the box. Th e display shows how many minutes and seconds they won by. 
Th e Domination game is the most staff  effi  cient, yet fun game, to operate for all involved. Th e latest 

ZOMBIES: 3 REASONS WHYZOMBIES: 3 REASONS WHY
Zombie Laser Tag - 3 Reasons Why I Love IT.
Do you love the “Walking Dead”? Were you at the midnight pre-
miere of “WWz”? Do you hold out for the latest instalment of the 
“Evil Dead”? If you answered yes to any of these, then you’ll love 
Zombie Laser Tag. I know I do.
I love Zombie laser tag because you can live out your favorite zom-
bie movies or zombie games as a zombie or as a hero. 
The moment you get your gaming gun you are ready to annihilate 
zombies. Or if you are a zombie you are hungry for hero’s brains. 
Your heart starts poundin’. Your blood is rushing.
Whether you are in the Canadian Parliament (no joke) calling for 
an International Zombie Strategy to prevent a continent wide 
pandemic or simply your local warden trying to stamp out a local 
infestation, zombie laser tag is the bomb.
There are three reasons why I love zombie laser tag.
1. I love zombie laser tag because if you book in as a zombie (well, 
at least at SOME battlefi elds) with full makeup and costume you get 
to play for free.  This human versus zombie – this is not game-play 
against a bad algorithm. This is LIVE play. Gamer versus Gamer.
2. I love zombie laser tag because I love juegos de zombies aka 
“zombie games”. Reason: Well, I think I can survive in a post-apoca-
lyptic world where a pandemic has turned much of the human race 
into zombies. Of course. There is no pause. You cannot reboot. You 
cannot tap out. It never stops! Misdirection, fear-mongering and 
falsehoods all part of a good game. This is a fi ght back.
3. I love zombie laser tag because you get to play with chainsaws 
(ok fake chainsaws, but still chainsaws!) Plus there is a good story 
in the plot. A killer story. This is not a macabre wish. (I keep telling 
myself this!)
Whether you are searching for Viking treasure or hunting an un-
lucky doctor in a modern laboratory, chainsaws are a must. After all 
this is a melee.

Domination Box

software version also enables you to set the interval of the sound eff ect 
announcing which team is dominating i.e. “Alpha Team in Control” or 
“Bravo Team is Victorious!” 

Because the Domination box is integrated into SATR’s digital radio 
system, when a “game end/game start” sequence is performed the 
box resets so a new game can be started without needing to touch 

your boxes.
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Choice of the Household CavalryChoice of the Household Cavalry  

DAY OUT GOT 
THUMBS UP
Carmarthenshire is fi rst choice for 
the Household Cavalry Mounted 
Regiment, based at Hyde Park Bar-
racks; they chose to make the trip to 
Pembrokeshire twice last month, to 
spend some rare downtime enjoy-
ing Battlefi eld LIVE.
In total, 112 soldiers took part in a 
day of combat games using the lat-
est IR technology, interspersed with 
pistol training and survival training 
with A Squadron Ltd, which is run 
by ex SAS legend Bob Podesta, who 
spent 25 years in the SAS.
Battlefi eld LIVE Pembrokeshire is 
outdoor combat gaming at its best.
They use infra-red (as used by the 
military), it has all the adrenalin 

fuelled fun of Call of Duty but with-
out the sofa; it has all the fun of 
paintballing without the pain of 
being hit, and it makes for a day out 
everyone can enjoy.
The day out got the thumbs up 
from soldiers who declared their 
day of combat as ‘awesome’ and 
they will defi nitely be returning 
soon.
Carmarthenshire and the amazing 
range of attractions, activities, scen-
ery and beaches, is fast becoming 
a highly recommended and visited 
place for tourists from all over the 
world.
For more information on what 
Carmarthenshire has to off er, con-
tact: marketing@carmarthenshire.
gov.uk or visit Battlefi eld LIVE Pem-
brokeshire. 
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What do you get when you cross reality TV 
with the best movie scenes of all time?  A 
competition hosted by Dolph Lundgren.
The show called “Race to the Scene” pits 
teams against each other in challenges that 
re-create memorable movie moments.
Famous for his roles in Action Movies like 
Universal solider, Rocky, & 007, as well as Sci-
Fi classics like Johnny Mnemonic, Dolph has 
added a new feather to his cap, TV show host.
In each episode two person teams compete in 
a contest inspired by Hollywood blockbusters. 
The competition consists of pairs of contestants 
who race to and from actual movie locations 
as they compete in challenges and stunts 
inspired by memorable movie moments.
The premiere show features a famous 
scene from Terminator 2.
Remember that famous canal chase from James 
Cameron’s Terminator 2: Judgment Day (1991) 
where the Terminator in a huge truck is chasing 
the boy John Connor on a motor bike? Dolph, 
the contestants, and his crew recreate the 
movie magic using our SATR gaming guns.
Race to the Scene show pits contestants 
against one another racing to and from iconic 
movie locations participating in competitions 
inspired by some of the biggest blockbuster 
movies of all time, from Transformers to 
E.T. the Extra Terrestrial, Terminator 2: 
Judgment Day, Speed and many more.
Dolph legendary actor Lundgren motivates 
contestants as they compete up to their 
eyeballs in brains from Pulp Fiction, race 
to pull off their own heist in The Italian Job 
and viewers will even see Lundgren put on 
wedding dress for a Bridesmaids stunt.
In this episode Dolph appeared as a T-800 in a 
game paying tribute to the canal chase in T2.
Lundgren says the opportunity 
came to him at the right time.
“I’ve always been an action star and never 
really shown who I am as a person,” he says. 
“This gives me time to show my comedic side 
while interacting with the contestants.”
“My favorite scene is in Terminator 2 where 
I say: I just arrived from the future to save 
you from your miserable little lives…”

Race to the Scene, every Thursday 9PM 
EST starting June 6 on Reelz Channel

Dolph Lugren:                        
Recreating            

Terminator 2

GAMING GUNS 0N TV   .GAMING GUNS 0N TV   .

9999999



Massive Firepower to Support your Ground Troops.
There are lots of special effects you can add to your battle-
fi eld, but none are quite so exhilarating as a short-range 
ballistic missile prop (see above).
Imagine this: a fi re drill with a difference, gamers bombard-
ed with special effects, troops maneuvering in for glory! 
If you run your business from a fi xed venue this gives you 
scope to create some authentic movie-prop emplacements 
for thrilling game play.
Once you get into the props department the sky’s the limit. 
Battlefi eld LIVE fi elds can be decked out with props like 
fake buildings, old cars, gabions and forts. 
SCUD MISSILE 
A Scud Missile offers an entirely new aesthetic element to 
Battlefi eld LIVE game-play. One of the many perks with 
the patented SATR system is the aftermarket accessories 
available to you. A scud missile inspired by the CSS-b Rus-
sian cold war missile is just about the pinnacle. In fact, one 
of the most exclusive aftermarket additions is the SATR 
scud missile. This missile is an authentic size so it has the 
look and feel of a movie-set prop. This amazing battlefi eld 
prop is currently being used on Lasergaming Oxford. This 
can be an amazing experience and inspire amazing feats 
of battlefi eld glory. 
30CAL MACHINE GUN
The M1919A4 also known as the .30cal medium machine 
gun is one of SATR’s 69 weapon emulations. While no 
Battlefi eld Sports factory issued gaming gun looks like a 
30 cal, Duncan Bell has made an aftermarket version.
In fact, both the missile and the 30cal are made by Duncan 
Bell from Battlefi eld LIVE Lancashire. If you are inter-
ested in about the missile quote #SATRScud or if you are 
interested in the aftermarket .30 cal then email me, please 
quote #SATR30cal for a special deal.

After Market After M
PERKSPERKS

           

BaBattlefi eld LIVE      ttlefi eld LIVE      

OXOXFORFORDD
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  Battlefi eld LIVE Dundee specalizes in Zombie GamesBattlefi eld LIVE Dundee specalizes in Zombie Games

cal aspects of running your own 
business. The courses I attended 
focused on marketing, online 
marketing, sales & VAT. My fam-
ily have been very supportive & 
helpful, in particular, Mandy my 
wife & both of my children Jodie 
& Jamie, who have helped with 
everything from building work 
through marketing ideas, to cater-
ing & reception duties.

Q — What is your greatest 
achievement to date?

A — It has to be that we have cre-
ated a unique entertainment expe-
rience which has been consistent-
ly rated as the No 1 attraction in 
Dundee by TripAdvisor over the 
last two years. We’ve won a Trip 
Advisor certificate of excellence, 
which means that we’re in the top 
10% of businesses worldwide by 
customer feedback. 

Q — What do you hope to 
achieve?

  
ichard Hunter, 52, from 
Perthshire set up his own-
company after years of 
working in economic de-
velopment in Scotland and 
England. The founder of 
the unique Battlefield Live 

Dundee — a two-level urban war 
zone including bullet- and shell-
damaged houses where players go 
head to head to play out war sce-
narios at Kingsway East Leisure 
Park — shares with us the secret of 
his success.

Q — How did you get to where you 
are today?

A — I studied economics & public 
policy at Leeds Metropolitan Uni-
versity. Afterwards I worked as an 
economic development professional 
for a long time with various English 
councils & latterly with Scottish 
Enterprise. Around four years ago I 
took a voluntary redundancy pack-
age as I wanted to apply my busi-
ness planning skills on a project of 
my own.

I wanted to do something completely 
different, & over the years had seen 
how much my son enjoyed playing 
laser tag. I thought that if I could 
take that concept & combine it with 
the huge interest in console-based 
combat, I would create something 
unique: a real first-person physical 
combat game.

Q — Who has helped you along the 
way?

A — Business Gateway assisted me 
while I was pulling my business plan 
together, & they also helped with a 
number of courses which helped me 
to learn about some of the practi-

R
Lock n Load

A — I want to drive my business 
forward, increasing profit & turno-
ver to realise its full potential. We 
also want to continue to develop 
the customer experience, driving it 
to an even higher level.

Q — Do you want to recruit in the 
future?

A — We currently employ five 
part-time staff plus me full time. 
But soon we will need a couple 
more staff to cope with increased 
levels of business.

Q — What is the hardest thing 
about running your own business?

A — Keeping on top of everything 
& knowing what to prioritise.

Q — Any advice to wannabe en-
trepreneurs?

A — If you feel that you want to, 
& need to do it, then you prob-
ably can. There can be incred-
ibly tough days, but people will 
be much more helpful that you 
expect. Lots of people have spent 
time giving me help & advice 
when there was no real advantage 
to them. Also speak to Business 
Gateway as having outside support 
really does make a huge differ-
ence. 

Q — How do you relax?

A — These days I don’t get to do 
too much relaxing, but when I can 
I enjoy time with my family, read-
ing, skiing and going to see films.

Want to book in? Visit Battlefield 
LIVE Dundee. 

Urban Warzone! 
Story Courtesy of the Courier UKStory Courtesy of the Courier UK
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Luke Beveridge aka Dragon, 20, is a Personal Trainer who works Luke Beveridge aka Dragon, 20, is a Personal Trainer who works 
in Melbourne. But when he is not hitting the gym he loves hitting the in Melbourne. But when he is not hitting the gym he loves hitting the 
opposition.opposition.
Lock n Load - Which clan do you play for?Lock n Load - Which clan do you play for?
Dragon: Mysterious SoldiersDragon: Mysterious Soldiers

Lock n Load - Where & when did you fi rst play? How did you fi nd Lock n Load - Where & when did you fi rst play? How did you fi nd 
out about Laser Skirmish?out about Laser Skirmish?
Dragon: My fi rst game was the Soldiers very fi rst b-grade clan wars Dragon: My fi rst game was the Soldiers very fi rst b-grade clan wars 
at the Mooroolbark site. I found out about laser strike when my at the Mooroolbark site. I found out about laser strike when my 
brother (Snyper) approached me and showed me the advertisement in brother (Snyper) approached me and showed me the advertisement in 
the news paper and said lets join.the news paper and said lets join.
  
Lock n Load - Do you play both infl atables & forest? Do you have a Lock n Load - Do you play both infl atables & forest? Do you have a 
preference?preference?
Dragon: I have experience in both infl atables and forest from many Dragon: I have experience in both infl atables and forest from many 
fi elds all over Australia. My preferred preference would have to be fi elds all over Australia. My preferred preference would have to be 
infl atables, nothing like speed and accuracy in a thrilling 3 minute infl atables, nothing like speed and accuracy in a thrilling 3 minute 
match.match.
  
Lock n Load - What kit do you use? What’s your preferred model?Lock n Load - What kit do you use? What’s your preferred model?
Dragon: When I very fi rst started I used the Commando Carbine to Dragon: When I very fi rst started I used the Commando Carbine to 
which then one day I chose the Scorpion SMG and knew from then which then one day I chose the Scorpion SMG and knew from then 
on this was the weapon to be.on this was the weapon to be.
  
More about Dragon: http://www.battlefi eldsports.com/news/gamer-More about Dragon: http://www.battlefi eldsports.com/news/gamer-
profi le-dragonprofi le-dragon

OUT NOW

right on target
Co-Authors Nicole and Peter Lander 
have a new edition of their popular 
book “Right on Target.” 

This time it is available in a conven-
ient e-book PDF format. 

Have you ever wanted to start your 
own business? Do you want to lever-
age off the booming online, video and 
console gaming megatrend? 

Today you can take computer games 
from a keyboard or games control-
ler experience and morph them into a 
live, interactive sport: LIVE gaming. 

Gamers experi-
ence a new blend 
between exercise 
and entertainment 
- exertainment. 
“Right on Target” 
is the first book of 
its kind. 

It offers budding 
gaming entre-
prenerus the inside 

running towards success in the brand 
new live gaming industry. 

Authors Nicole & Peter Lander are 
pioneers in this sector. From a small 
battlefield in tropical Australia, they 
expended the sport across the world 
and stpread the phenomenon like 
wildfire. 

The new edition of the book cov-
ers the latest in live gaming industry 
trends, what it takes to be a live gam-
ing professional, battlefield market-
ing, and much more. 

Email today to get your copy, nicole@
battlefieldsports.com 

NEW EDITION NEW EDITION E-BOOK E-BOOK 
gamer profi le 
Dragon



MedievalMedieval Games Games          

This is your chance to play in a 920 year old castle  This is your chance to play in a 920 year old castle  

Pembroke Castle + Battlefield LIVE 
= Awesome!

Toria and the team from Battlefield 
LIVE Pembrokeshire have pembroke 
castle gaming created a new thrill in 
their battlefield. And now you can also 
play in an authentic castle. 

Battlefield LIVE Pembrokeshire games 
are also now played at Pembroke Cas-
tle. Pembroke Castle was the birthplace 
of King Henry VII. Pembroke Castle 
was built in 1093. During the troubled 
reign of King Charles I, the castle was 
attacked in turn by both Royalist and 
by Roundheads as the sympathies of its 
occupants altered. In the latter stages 
of the struggle an attacking force was 
led by Cromwell himself.

Battlefield LIVE can be booked in the 
castle itself for corporate groups, youth 
groups, school groups, or a large birth-
day party. 

New Battlefield “The Prison”

Battlefield LIVE Pembrokeshire has 
also extended its battlefield to cre-
ate a ruined, ancient building/maze in 
the midst of our jungle-themed wood-
land. They call it “The Prison”. The 
Prison was the focus of their Walking 
Dead events which are held regularly 
throughout the year. Zombies are not 
just Halloween!

The Prison is also the area where their 
CQB (close quarters battle) run in the 
evenings. These sessions concentrate 
on building clearance and are run by 
a fully trained and qualified body-
guard battlefield live pembroke(ex-
SAS trained, hostile environment close 
protection) and his team who have 
undergone training by former SAS.  
These sessions will be for teams of 5 
and are against the clock. Team times 
are displayed on a leader-board and our 
Facebook page. The team that beats the 
current best score will be entitled to go 
Black Ops (classified). 

To find out more about Battlefield 
LIVE in a castle or “the prison”, visit 
Battlefield LIVE Pembrokeshire.

Lock n LoadLoocckk nn Loaaadddd



FPS in the DiscoFPS in the Disco
Ever wanted to play a l ive First  Person Shooter in a Night Club? Now you 
can with “Destroy al l  Lines” & Batt lef ie ld LIVE. In fact  this  is  not  the 
f irst  t ime Batt lef ie ld LIVE has been experienced at  a  night  c lub.  We have 
entertained games in raves and concerts  in the past .  Destroy al l  l ines  is 
an Events  Management company which organise events  and entertainment 

aimed at  young adults  at 
local  night  c lubs.

We were approached by 
their event  management 
team as they were look-
ing for a fresh new activ-
i ty  that  could be run in-
house.

Destroy al l  Lines off ices 
are based in Sydney and 
Melbourne,  because we are 
a Brisbane based company 
our Laser Tag rental  pack-
ages are perfect ly  suited 
to them. We arrange the 

courier to del iver and pick up from their off ices  so i ts  hassle  free for the 
organisers ,  then they run the games themselves .

The rental  equipment is  set  up to be foolproof .  Each package includes a 
spare gaming gun just  in case.

Destroy al l  l ines  were so happy with their init ial  rental  they are now up to 
their f i f th booking and are planning many more for the future.  They usu-
al ly  hire out  the Batt le  in a Box package.  This  laser tag equipment rental 
package comes with 10 Black Cobra phasers,  al l  with red dot  scopes.

This  is  the perfect  phaser for this  group because i t  is  nice and l ight  for 
female gamers but also has the red dot  scope which is  real ly  effect ive at 
in the darkness  of  a  night  c lub.  The most  intriguing part  of  these events  is 
that  they are held in a night  c lub.

They recreate a sect ion of  the nightclub into a batt lef ie ld where players 
can enjoy a game of  Laser Tag,  have a dance to the local  DJs or l ive band 
and enjoy a beverage.  See more photos on our Facebook page: 

www.facebook.com/batt lef ie ldl ive 



A door slams. A young girl shrieks. Something too close unleashes a guttural scream. All sound eff ects 
familiar with the standard haunted house. Haunted houses used to be simply a haunted attraction 

that took place indoors. Visitors experienced intense animatronics, frightening set pieces, fog, and scary 
music with costumed actors with elaborate zombie makeup to create scenes of terror. Patrons generally 
ran through scared out of their wits. This year, there is a new thrill on the block.

With Battlefi eld UNDEAD you can create a haunted house where YOU get to fi ght back. This time you 
have a gaming gun in hand and you the gamer are ready to defend yourself against the hordes 

of horror. Now you can take your scare experience to another level with the “haunted experience”. The 
haunted experience is a relatively new type of haunted attraction that combines the concept of a haunt-
ed house with something like laser tag but with a zombie theme. With the popularity of TV Shows like 
“The Walking Dead” and the “Game of Thrones” zombies are the “in-thing”.

A haunted experience can be played either indoors in a traditional haunted house or outside in a 
haunted forest or hayride trail.  The latest innovation in family entertainment centers during late Sep-

tember, October and early November FECs are converting into a Haunted Entertainment Centers.   With 
Battlefi eld UNDEAD this is a live-action video game where the gamer becomes the hero. Driving back a 
horde of zombies, gamers get to play “for real”. 

Imagine an attraction with zombie slash humans and go on a kill-crazy rampage. Your customers (aka 
Heroes) need to protect and save the world. This is where the dead, not-so-dead and undead battle with 

the hero survivors.

This is a twist from the standard haunted house attraction. Ok but how to start? The crew at Battlefi eld 
Sports have designed a package for haunted houses, corn mazes and the like to get a thrilling zombie 

attraction without spending a truck load of money.  See more info http://www.battlefi eldsports.com/
news/something-new-for-haunted-houses-haunted-hayrides-scare-parks 

ahoy! ahoy! 
ADVENTURERSADVENTURERS

SwayzoSwayzo
Launching a new software package to manage Clan Wars: Launching a new software package to manage Clan Wars: 
Swayzo. The Swiss format involves all clans playing several round Swayzo. The Swiss format involves all clans playing several round 
of competition. Clans face-off clan-vs-clan in each round. Work-of competition. Clans face-off clan-vs-clan in each round. Work-
ing with the SATR software up to four battlefi elds can be run si-ing with the SATR software up to four battlefi elds can be run si-
multaneously in close quarters without cross-fi re. So up to 8 clans multaneously in close quarters without cross-fi re. So up to 8 clans 
can play simultaneously. can play simultaneously. 
Battlefi eld Sports recommend running the SATR Domination Battlefi eld Sports recommend running the SATR Domination 
Game for each round so that battlefi eld operators can cycle-Game for each round so that battlefi eld operators can cycle-
through the game rounds lighting-fast. through the game rounds lighting-fast. 
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“In doing so we’ve created a solu-
tion that’s truly feature rich, lever-
aging the best of our ‘what you 
see if what you get’ philosophy 
and delivering signifi cant business 
benefi ts to our customers for many 
years to come.”
There are many cool new features 
such as the mystery box. “It is a 
game-changer,” Peter said. 
NEW FEATURES
Mystery Box. A mystery box 
causes the gaming gun to receive 
a new random weapon emulation. 
The box can be set to provide a 
new random weapon emulation 
from within the current gun class 
or a random emulation from all 
69 different weapon emulations. 
Changes made to the emulation 
are temporary and are not retained 
between mission starts.
Domination Box. In Laser Tag 
language setting, the domination 
box will now say if announce-
ments are enabled, “Red team in 
control” and “Blue team in con-
trol”. 2.0 has the features intro-
duced in 1.6.5 code the enable the 
box to announce which team is in 
charge at regular intervals.
Master Controller sub menus. 
The master controller commands 
have now been moved into sub 
menus split into the categories of 
IR Commands, RF Commands, 
Settings and Testing.
Cure Box. This cures the infec-
tion of a survivor. Infections 
happen when a survivor is hit by 
a Zombie and the Survivor is in 
Apocalypse mode.

Armor Box. Provides new maxi-

mum hit points which also results 
in the current hit points being 
changed. Typically an armour box 
provides an extra couple of hit 
points simulating the addition of 
body armour.
Team setting in Locked mode. A 
master controller in Lock Mode, 
will now allow the user to change 
the team settings.
Weapon Box. The idea of the 
weapon box is when the players 
reach a box, they can upgrade 
their weapon emulation. What 
weapon they get is specifi ed by 
the directing staff before the mis-
sion starts.
Code Version. The version num-
ber of code loaded is now shown 
on the boot screen of all devices
Domination Box control SFX. 
Each team now has a different 
sound effect indicating that the 
player has captured the domina-
tion box.
Master Controller->Gun Class. 
The master controller can now 
change the gun class of all target 
gaming guns.
Master Controller->Language. 
The language of target gaming 
guns can now be confi gured with 
a master controller
Master Controller->Indoor/
Outdoor. To ease transition from 
indoor to outdoor play and back 
again, the master controller now 
allows the indoor/outdoor modes 
to be set.
Master Controller -> Mystery. 
The master controller can issue 
a mystery command just like a 
mystery box.

LauLaunching nching 
SATR 2.0 SATR 2.0 

The countdown is on to the offi cial launch of the new version of SATR - SATR 2.0. Battlefi eld Sports is proud to an-
nounce the launch of the next generation of its fl agship system with the introduction of SATR 2.0. SATR 2.0 is built on 
the excitement of its fi rst generation technology and re-invents itself with even more fl exibility. 
SATR stands for Small Arms Transmitter Receiver and is a laser tag system that amplifi es game-play. Peter Lander 
inventor of SATR and Founder of Battlefi eld Sports says that SATR 2.0 has retained the functionality of the original 
product but takes its benefi ts for battlefi eld operators to the next level. “We have re-engineered our software from the 
fi rmware level all the way to the user interface,” he said. “We have listened to the feedback from Battlefi eld Operators 
and incorporated into the new system what they needed and wanted,” he said.
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YOU’VE SEEN THE MOVIES, YOU’VE PLAYED THE GAMES NOW... LIVE EM
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Our Customers are Amazed
“We have been absolutely blown away by the 

positive feedback & reaction from our customers. 
The SATR equipment has been incredibly well 
received & every  session we have run has left 

players totally impressed. 

Our customers are amazed at the close replication 
to online or console gaming. 

It is so easy to play & we literally have had all 
ages playing from 7 year olds to 70 year olds & 

everything in between. 

 We have only just scratched the surface in 
terms of the market penetration & look forward 
to a superb summer with many more satisfi ed              

customers getting the 
Battlefi eld LIVE bug!” Graham S, UK

Gaming GunsGaming Guns

TAKE THE SATR TOUR 
Scan Here

The action is in The action is in 13 languages13 languages, and can be customized , and can be customized 
- just ask. This system is designed to - just ask. This system is designed to maximize your maximize your 
profi ts & amplify game play.profi ts & amplify game play.
“We are committed to bringing gamers the best gaming 
guns to your battlefi eld,” said Peter Lander, Founder of 
Battlefi eld Sports.
SATR works peer-to-peer, there’s no central computer 
system. Any unit can be booted up to act as any other 
unit e.g. a gaming gun can be booted to act as a Master 
Controller.  More, the system is not limited to certain 
number of players. And unlike traditional indoor sys-
tems, the radio range is not constrained by a central 
base computer. With our unique system the whole 
system is portable and can be used both indoors and 
outdoors. 
The system can perform global start/stop, pause/resume 
for an unlimited number of gaming guns. Operators 
can run up to 4 separate groups, in close proximity, 
without cross-fi re. Plus you can turn friendly fi re on or 
off. 
You can choose from a sci-fi  or milsim theme. In fact 
you can simulate 69 weapons from a M4 to a P90. 
Gamers worldwide can gear up for the most immersive, 
authentic, live gaming experience. SATR has full FCC 
and CE certifi cation. 
All gaming guns (except the pistol) come standard with 
two head and a barrel sensor, RF feedback & battery. 
The system has 4 power levels:
* indoor
* short
* medium and 
* long -- to suit your terrain. 
Computer gaming is going through the roof - get your 
slice of the action.

 SATR is breakthrough  SATR is breakthrough patentedpatented digital technology for combat entertainment.  digital technology for combat entertainment. 
SATR stands for “small arms transmitter receiver.” It offers you SATR stands for “small arms transmitter receiver.” It offers you real-time hit feedbackreal-time hit feedback via light ef- via light ef-
fects (through the red dot scope) and sound effects (through voice feedback and other SFX). fects (through the red dot scope) and sound effects (through voice feedback and other SFX). 
SATR gives you SATR gives you real-time statisticsreal-time statistics -  - hit points, ammo, reloads, enemy hits, enemy kills, accuracy % hit points, ammo, reloads, enemy hits, enemy kills, accuracy % 
and more -- and more -- meaning your gamers get an meaning your gamers get an immediate adrenaline pump.immediate adrenaline pump. Plus  Plus immediately at the end of immediately at the end of 
a game you get Kill/Death ratio (just like in computer games!). And if gamers play a series of games, a game you get Kill/Death ratio (just like in computer games!). And if gamers play a series of games, 
then at the end of the session they get an accumlative K/D. then at the end of the session they get an accumlative K/D. 
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The award-winning combat entertainment brand, 
Battlefi eld Sports has re-invented its gaming gun 
collection for you. This Battlefi eld Sports’ collection 
features a re-designed Commando (Sniper and Carbine 
version), a new Scorpion, a new P90, and a new Cobra 
as well as brand new Battle Box / Domination Box.
As with all of the Battlefi eld Sports range these new 
models offer the Predator Targeting System. This system 
features a triple muzzle fl ash. Inspired by the Predator in 
Alien vs Predator franchise, you get not one but 3 LEDs.  
The series of tournament grade gaming guns are all 
designed for exceptional performance and durability. 
For example these new models have more robust 
barrel sensors which are now set in resin.
P90
The new P90 is designed to make a big statement. It is 
big on style, big on adrenaline, and like all products 
carrying the Battlefi eld Sports brand, big on quality and 
value. Here’s what’s new: Red dot scope lowered for 
fast target acquisition and better aiming; Lens housing 
is aluminum throughout for increased robustness; 
Antenna bracket more slim-line for strength; and the 
handle is polyurethane which is lighter & stronger.
The P90’s features include a lightweight aluminum alloy 
case with a powder-coated fi nish, custom trigger allowing 
for maximum control, and distinctive hand-grip. 
COMMANDO 
The new Commando marks a change for Battlefi eld Sports 
in terms of design and technology, with its distinctive 
and dynamic style, featuring an under slung gun barrel. 
With its specially modifi ed stock, the Commando is 
set to spice up the gaming gun segment, as one of the 
most powerful and robust gun models in its class.
Complementing its enhanced design, the Commando 
is now available in both a Carbine and a Sniper 
option. Both make a bold statement.  
SCORPION
Battlefi eld Sports’ designers took advantage of brand new 
model architecture to create the most individual offering 
in the history of the Scorpion nameplate. Characterized 
by a new silhouette with a streamlined magazine housing, 
the Scorpion makes a powerful impression. The 2014 
Scorpion is the third generation of Battlefi eld Sports 
signature tournament gaming gun and it has more comfort 
and performance than previous models, and it is available 
for the fi rst time in three colors (black, red or blue) as 
standard. Nicole Lander, said the new model was intended 
to stand apart and make its own statement. New from the 
ground up the heavy-duty battery has moved to be housed 
in the magazine, this gives the model better handling 
and balance. The Scorpion had to echo the best elements 
of the Battlefi eld Sports gaming guns’ DNA - mature 
design, great proportions, purposeful stance and style. 
COBRA
Now in its third wave of production, the Cobra has been 
the most successful selling gaming gun in Battlefi eld 
Sports’ history. This latest iteration is not made even 
tougher using fi ber-reinforced polycarbonate. This 

Top to Bottom: P90, 
Commando Sniper, 

Scorpion & Cobra                     

NEW MODLES 4 U NEW MODLES 4 U 
Top to BBBBooooottom:: PP90,
Commannnnddddddo SSnniippeerr,,

Scorppppiiiioooonn & Cobbra

new model keeps all the hallmarks of the previous 
versions of Cobras that operators know and love. 
BATTLE BOX
The new model BATTLE box builds on the Battlefi eld 
Sports’ tradition of quality and functionality. The Battle 
box not only improves customer through-put and reduces 
staff levels, it maintains Battlefi eld Sports’ philosophy 
of “what you see is what you get.” So gamers easily 
and intuitively identify the function of the battle box. 
“The battle box echoes the best elements of the 
Battlefi eld Sports’ gaming gun’s DNA,” said Nicole. 

In conclusion, all these new gaming gun models 
epitomize Battlefi eld Sports’ hallmarks of outstanding 
commercial vigor, gamer thrill, and quality. 



According to the BRW just before Mother’s Day this year Interfl ora disappeared from the in-According to the BRW just before Mother’s Day this year Interfl ora disappeared from the in-
ternet. A Google search for “fl owers” failed to turn up the company’s website reports Bever-ternet. A Google search for “fl owers” failed to turn up the company’s website reports Bever-
ley Head.  Many organizations have felt Google’s wrath which it believes are trying to game ley Head.  Many organizations have felt Google’s wrath which it believes are trying to game 
its search system. “Organizations which rely on search to deliver leads and online sales know its search system. “Organizations which rely on search to deliver leads and online sales know 
that, to rank highly, they have to be smart about organic search (SEO), invest in pain search that, to rank highly, they have to be smart about organic search (SEO), invest in pain search 
(SEM) and analyse Google blogs the way soothsayers once studied goat’s entrails,” said Bev-(SEM) and analyse Google blogs the way soothsayers once studied goat’s entrails,” said Bev-
erley.erley.

Google introduced a change to its search algorithm called “Panda” back in February 2011, Google introduced a change to its search algorithm called “Panda” back in February 2011, 
then “Penguin” in April 2012, and now the new “Hummingbird” in September 2013.then “Penguin” in April 2012, and now the new “Hummingbird” in September 2013.

Its aim of all these changes to Google algorithms is to rid the top results in search of “low-Its aim of all these changes to Google algorithms is to rid the top results in search of “low-
quality” web sites.quality” web sites.

CNET reported a surge in ranking of news web sites and social networking sites and a drop CNET reported a surge in ranking of news web sites and social networking sites and a drop 
in rankings for sites containing large amounts of advertising.in rankings for sites containing large amounts of advertising.

Google’s goal is to sift through every corner of the net and fi nd the most important, relevant Google’s goal is to sift through every corner of the net and fi nd the most important, relevant 
web sites.web sites.

This change was designed at decreasing ranking of web sites that violate Google’s Web Mas-This change was designed at decreasing ranking of web sites that violate Google’s Web Mas-
ter Guidelines by using “black SEO techniques” such as keyword stuffi ng, link schemes, and ter Guidelines by using “black SEO techniques” such as keyword stuffi ng, link schemes, and 
duplicate content. Google’s guidelines caution against using tricks to improve search engine duplicate content. Google’s guidelines caution against using tricks to improve search engine 
results. The penalty for getting caught is, as they say, a pair of virtual concrete shoes: mean-results. The penalty for getting caught is, as they say, a pair of virtual concrete shoes: mean-
ing that organization’s web sites will sink to the virtual bottom of Google’s results.ing that organization’s web sites will sink to the virtual bottom of Google’s results.

While some companies were crippled when Google effectively threw them off the net for a While some companies were crippled when Google effectively threw them off the net for a 
perceived breach of policy, Beverley says “of course, Google doesn’t own the internet and In-perceived breach of policy, Beverley says “of course, Google doesn’t own the internet and In-
terfl ora is still thriving and selling online.”terfl ora is still thriving and selling online.”

Matt Cutts, head of Google’s Webspam team, says the overriding goal is to publish high qual-Matt Cutts, head of Google’s Webspam team, says the overriding goal is to publish high qual-
ity content. “The sort of content that people really enjoy, that is compelling. The sort of thing ity content. “The sort of content that people really enjoy, that is compelling. The sort of thing 
they will love to read. That you might see in a magazine or a book. That people would refer they will love to read. That you might see in a magazine or a book. That people would refer 
back to or send friends to,” said Matt. back to or send friends to,” said Matt. 

Google has created a ready-reckoner as to what counts as a high-quality web site. It offers Google has created a ready-reckoner as to what counts as a high-quality web site. It offers 
content publishers 23 questions to consider from “would you trust the information presented content publishers 23 questions to consider from “would you trust the information presented 
in this article?” to “would users complain when they see pages from this site?”in this article?” to “would users complain when they see pages from this site?”

For the full list of questions visit our For the full list of questions visit our 
web site: web site: 
http://www.battlefi eldsports.com/http://www.battlefi eldsports.com/
news/google-search-secretsnews/google-search-secrets
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WORLDWIDE—Contact Us
Email: info@battlefi eldsports.com
Web: www.battlefi eldsports.com 

BLOG
For the inside running on the “behind 
the scenes” of Battlefi eld Sports visit 
Nicole’s blog—http://battlefi eldlive.
livejournal.com/

YOUTUBE
Watch the latest video clips re live 
gaming on YouTube, visit www.
youtube.com/battlefi eldlive

FACEBOOK - more 
than 6,000+ fans! 
For cool pics and insights, visit http://
www.facebook.com/Battlefi eldLIVE
NEW Operators FB page: www.face-
book.com/Battlefi eldSports 

Linked In
The offi cial group on linked in 
for Battlefi eld Live Business 
owners is now open. 

BFS University  Visit www.
battlefi eldsports.com home pge & 
click on “log in” (with your user-
name/password) to see the latest 
high res photos.
TWITTER
Get the very latest. www.twitter.
com/battlefi eldlive 
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Celebrity 4 UCelebrity 4 U  

CELEBRITY       

ENDORSEMENTS
A celebrity endorsement can help you create an emotional 
connection to your brand.
In a crowded market teeming with a plethora of en-
tertainment options celebrity endorsements can help 
your brand stand out in the crowd.
Manufacturers of cars and clothing, laser tag equip-
ment, and everything in between have sort out fa-
mous people to help promote their products. Most 
often the celebrity appears in a TV commercial or 
makes an appearance at a launch event, but even sim-
ply being known to use a particular product will help 
catapult it to the stratosphere of popularity.
There is good evidence to support that celebrity en-
dorsements can skyrocket a product from obscurity to 
statewide or even nationwide recognition.
For example, “McLeod’s Daughters” TV star, Sim-
mone Jade Mackinnon aka Stevie Hall & screen 
hunk, Aaron Jeffery who played bad boy Alex Ryan 
teamed up with the rest of the cast for an on-screen 

battle as a unique way to celebrate their characters’ 
stag and hens’ celebration. Re-runs and DVD sales 
of the TV drama have continued the benefi ts of this 
celebrity endorsement.
Here’s another example, reporter Ben Dark from 
prime time travel show “Getaway” is well-known 
as cheeky and lovable rouge who is at home roving 
around the Australian outback on horses and motor-
bikes and presenting at Black-Tie events. His review 
of “Laser Skirmish” kick-started the popularity of the 
sport in Australia.
The local web site received 70,000 hits the fi rst hour 
after the prime time show went to air.
Questions to Ask when Considering Endorsements
Infl uential actors, models, singers, athletes, and real-
ity stars try to infl uence us and celebrity endorse-
ments can be effective. But celebrity endorsement 
can be expensive and not guaranteed of a good return 
on investment. Visit our web site to fi nd out what are 
the questions you need to ask before getting “your 
people” to talke to “my people”. 
http://www.battlefi eldsports.com/news/celebrity-
endorsement-for-battlefi eld-live


